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NEBRASKA TAXPAYERS FOR FREEDOM WORKSHEET.
SOCIALIST SENATOR MEGAN HUNT RESOLUTION BASHES TRUMP.

BACKGROUND.  Socialist Democrat State Sen. Megan Hunt (Dist. 8-Omaha) has added to her ignominious leftwing 
voting record and bills by introducing a resolution that bashes President Trump and NE constitutional officers and 
perpetuates the myth that the 2020 Stolen Election was actually valid.  

LR 118.   Her resolution, with no co-sponsors, holds responsible and falsely blames President Trump and conservative 
congressmen for inciting the riot at the U.S. Capitol on Jan. 6, 2021.  She wrongly 
accuses them of allegedly wanting to sow discord among the population and 
changing the outcome of the stolen election that resulted in the illegitimate election 
of Joe Biden.  Hunt condemns the mob that committed criminal acts, damaged and 
destroyed property, and caused physical injuries to the Capitol Police, conveniently 
ignoring that many of the rioters were actually leftists posing as Trump supporters, 
wearing MAGA hats, waving banners, etc.  The resolution continues by expressing 
“distress” at knowing that the riot became fueled by “lies and misinformation and an 

official abuse of power by some local, state, and federal leaders,” including the NE Attorney-Gen., NE Sec. of State, and 
Gov. Ricketts, who allegedly used their official authority and state finances to file electoral-challenging frivolous and 
partisan lawsuits meant to “usurp the democratic process.”  Finally, her resolution requires the Clerk of the Legislature to 
send copies of this resolution to Gov. Ricketts, NE Att.-Gen. Peterson, Pres. Biden, and to the presiding officers of each 
state legislature.

TAKE ACTION NOW.  Contact your state senator immediately to vote NO on this outlandish resolution, LR 118, 
because its passage, filled with misrepresentations, would make NE the laughing stock of the other 49 states and stain the 
credibility of our state legislature.  
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